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INVARIANT IDEALS IN LEAVITT PATH ALGEBRAS
CRISTO´BAL GIL CANTO, DOLORES MARTI´N BARQUERO, AND CA´NDIDO MARTI´N GONZA´LEZ
Abstract. It is known that the ideals of a Leavitt path algebra LK(E) generated by Pl(E),
by Pc(E) or by Pec(E) are invariant under isomorphism. Though the ideal generated by
Pb∞(E) is not invariant we find its “natural” replacement (which is indeed invariant): the
one generated by the vertices of Pb∞
p
(vertices with pure infinite bifurcations). We also
give some procedures to construct invariant ideals from previous known invariant ideals.
One of these procedures involves topology, so we introduce the DCC topology and relate
it to annihilators in the algebraic counterpart of the work. To be more explicit: if H is a
hereditary saturated subset of vertices providing an invariant ideal, its exterior ext(H) in
the DCC topology of E0 generates a new invariant ideal. The other constructor of invariant
ideals is more categorical in nature. Some hereditary sets can be seen as functors from graphs
to sets (for instance Pl, etc). Thus a second method emerges from the possibility of applying
the induced functor to the quotient graph. The easiest example is the known socle chain
Soc(1)( ) ⊂ Soc(2)( ) ⊂ · · · all of which are proved to be invariant. We generalize this idea to
any hereditary and saturated invariant functor. Finally we investigate a kind of composition
of hereditary and saturated functors which is associative.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
As well-known examples of Leavitt path algebras arise the so-called primary colours. They
respectively correspond to the ideal of LK(E) generated by the set of line points Pl, the ideal
generated by the vertices that lie on cycles without exits Pc and the one generated by the set
in extreme cycles Pec. Those sets constitute an essential ingredient in the structure of Leavitt
path algebras. Firstly, the ideal generated by Pl is precisely the socle of LK(E) [5, 6]. What
is more, in [7] the ideal generated by Pl has recently been proved to be the largest locally
left/right artinian ideal inside LK(E) and respectively, I(Pc) the largest locally left/right
noetherian without minimal idempotents. On the other hand, the ideal generated by Pec
is purely infinite [7, 9]. Another important fact is that all of them have been proved to be
invariant ideals under rings isomorphisms for Leavitt path algebras: the ideal generated by
Pl in [5], I(Pc) in [4] and the ideal generated by Pec in [7].
For an arbitrary graph E, the union of the three sets above mentioned that give us the
primary colours, together with the set Pb∞ generate an ideal of LK(E) which is dense [7]. In
this work we give a step forward in studying the invariance of this another key piece of LK(E).
Although in general we see that the ideal generated by Pb∞ is not invariant, we will determine
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a subset of vertices inside Pb∞ in which the answer is positive: the set Pb∞p of vertices with
pure infinite bifurcations. Furthermore, the main goal of this paper is to develop a machinery
that produces invariant ideals for Leavitt path algebras. In order to do that, we introduce a
topology in the set of vertices of a graph E that we will call DCC topology. Basically the
closed sets of this topology will be the set of vertices that connects to the given set. On the
one hand, we will establish graph-theoretic notions for Leavitt path algebras in topological
terms. On the other hand, via category theory, we will think of the saturated and hereditary
set of a graph as an operator (actually a functor). Roughly speaking, we prove that if H is a
hereditary and saturated invariant functor, then the functor associated to the set of vertices
which do not connect with H is also invariant. Using these tools, we will prove that the ideal
generated by the subset of vertices of Pb∞ which do not connect to Pl ∪Pc ∪Pec is invariant
(the so-called set Pb∞p ). In addition, given a hereditary and saturated functor H , we will
construct a chain of hereditary and saturated functors H = H(1) ⊂ H(2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H(n) ⊂ · · ·
with each H(i), i ≥ 1 being hereditary and saturated and such that H(i) is invariant when H
is.
As an extra motivation we would like to link in some future development, the discovery
of invariant ideals to the “rigidity” of the automorphism group of a Leavitt path algebra.
If the amount of invariant ideals is large enough the freedom degrees of automorphisms are
under control. As a general rule, we can guess that the number of invariant ideals is directly
proportional to the rigidity of the automorphism group.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the DCC topology of the set
of vertices of a graph. This topological setting is the counterpart of the algebraic one provided
by annihilators. The motivation that guide us, is that the exterior (in the DCC topology)
of an invariant hereditary and saturated set H is again invariant. In Subsection 2.1 we use
some tools borrowed from the theory of categories and functors which are substantial for our
work. We prove that the ideal generated by Pb∞ is not invariant (we also check that the ideal
generated by Pec ∪Pb∞ is not invariant). In Section 3 we use annihilators to produce invariant
ideals. In terms of functors the main point here is that for every hereditary and saturated
invariant functor H , its exterior ext(H) is again invariant. Theorem 3.8 proves that Pb∞p is
invariant. Then, in Section 5 we find how to construct series of functors H = H(1) ⊂ · · · ⊂
H(i) ⊂ H(i+1) which are invariant when H is. As a motivation we apply this construction to
Pl in Section 4 and we characterize graphically those functors Pl
(n) (Theorem 4.6). Similarly
the same idea holds also to Pc (Theorem 5.3) and the possibilities are broad enough because
we can also perform a kind of composition H1 ∗ H2 in Subsection 5.1 which turns out to
be associative (Theorem 5.7). Thus, restricting the universe conveniently it appears to be
possible to construct a monoid of isomorphism classes of invariant hereditary and saturated
functors.
We briefly recall concepts which will be used throughout the paper. The basic definitions
on graphs and Leavitt path algebras can be seen in the book [2].
Let E = (E0, E1, rE, sE) be a directed graph. Then we define E
op as the graph Eop =
((Eop)0, (Eop)1, rEop , sEop) where (E
op)0 = E0, (Eop)1 = E1, sEop = rE and rEop = sE . As
usual, we will drop the subscript of the source and target maps when no possible ambiguity
arises. We denote by Eˆ the extended graph of E; concretely, Eˆ = (E0, E1∪(E1)∗, r′, s′) where
(E1)∗ = {e∗ | e ∈ E1}, r′|E1 = r, s
′|E1 = s, r
′(e∗) = s(e) and s′(e∗) = r(e) for all e ∈ E1.
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A graph E is row-finite if s−1(v) = {e ∈ E1 | s(e) = v} is a finite set for all v ∈ E0. In
this article we will consider row-finite graphs unless otherwise specified. The set of regular
vertices (those which are neither sinks nor infinite emitters) is denoted by Reg(E0). The set
of all paths of a graph E is denoted by Path(E). If there is a path from a vertex u to a
vertex v, we write u ≥E v and if v ∈ H ⊂ E
0, we write u ≥E H (we eliminate the subscript
E in case there is no ambiguity about the graph). A subset H of E0 is called hereditary if,
whenever v ∈ H and w ∈ E0 satisfy v ≥ w, then w ∈ H . A set X is saturated if for any
vertex v which is neither a sink nor an infinite emitter, r(s−1(v)) ⊆ X implies v ∈ X . We
will denote the subset of all subsets of E0 which are hereditary and saturated by HE. Given
a nonempty subset X of vertices, we define the tree of X , denoted by TE(X), as the set
TE(X) := {u ∈ E
0 | x ≥ u for some x ∈ X}.
When there is no possible confusion we denote by T (X). This is a hereditary subset of E0.
The notation X (X
E
if we want to emphasize the graph E) will be used for the hereditary
and saturated closure of a non empty set X , which is built, for example, in [2, Lemma 2.0.7]
in the following way: Let Λ0(X) := T (X) and
(1) Λn+1(X) := {v ∈ Reg(E0) : r(s−1(v)) ∈ Λn(X)} ∪ Λn(X).
Then X = ∪n≥0Λ
n(X). If there is no confusion with respect to the set X we are considering,
we simply write Λn. A vertex u in a graph E is a bifurcation, or there is a bifurcation at u if
s−1(u) has at least two elements. A vertex v in a graph E will be called a line point if there
are neither bifurcations nor cycles at any vertex w ∈ T (v). We will denote by Pl (E) the set
of all line points of E0. An exit for a path µ = e1 . . . en with n ∈ N, is an edge e such that
s(e) = s(ei) for some i and e 6= ei. We say that E satisfies Condition (L) if every cycle in
E has an exit. We denote by Pc(E) the set of vertices of the graph lying in cycles without
exits. A cycle c in a graph E is an extreme cycle if c has exits and for every λ ∈ Path(E)
starting in a vertex in c0 there exists µ ∈ Path(E) such that 0 6= λµ and r(λµ) ∈ c0. We will
denote by Pec(E) the set of vertices which belong to extreme cycles. Besides, the set of all
vertices v ∈ E0 whose tree T (v) contains infinitely many bifurcation vertices or at least one
infinite emitter is denoted by Pb∞ (E). Again we will eliminate E in these sets if there is no
ambiguity about the graph we are considering. If H is a hereditary subset of E0, then we can
define I(H) as in [2, Lemma 2.4.1]. The set of natural numbers (included 0) will be denoted
by N. For a given set X , we will denote by P(X) the power set of X . In an algebra A the
ideal generated by an element z ∈ A will be denoted ideal(z).
2. A graph topology
In this section we define the DCC topology which has sense in any graph. We prove some
results relating the topology with algebraic properties of the associated Leavitt path algebra.
Since density in the DCC implies density of the related ideal we have introduced the term
“connection” within the topology name. We see that certain properties of subsets of E0, for
instance, “being hereditary” is a topological property, so this property is preserved under
homeomorphisms. A corollary of the existence of a homemorphism between two graphs is the
preservation of certain elements (for instance the cardinal of the initial and of the terminal
set of vertices). In certain type of graphs this induces a preservation of the number of sinks
and/or sources (see Remark 2.10).
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However the main reason to consider this topology is (roughly speaking) that when an
ideal I(H) is invariant under isomorphism, then I(ext(H)) is also invariant (here ext(H) is
the exterior in the DCC topology of H). This is proved in Proposition 3.6(7). Thus the
exterior operation H 7→ ext(H) is one of the relevant tools in the construction of invariant
ideals. We prove that the shift process induces a DCC continuous map between the set of
vertices (Theorem 2.11).
Definition 2.1. Let E be a graph and define c : P(E0)→ P(E0) the map such that for any
A ⊂ E0 we have c(A) := {v ∈ E0 | v ≥ A}. Then this map defines a Kuratowski closure
operator that is:
(i) c(Ø) = Ø;
(ii) A ⊂ c(A);
(iii) c(A) = c(c(A)), and
(iv) c(A ∪ B) = c(A) ∪ c(B), for any A,B ⊂ E0.
Consequently there is a topology in E0 whose closed sets are those A ⊂ E0 such that A = c(A)
(see [11, Chapter III, Section 5, Theorem 5.1]). We will call this the DCC topology (for
DCC = Directed Connection Closure).
The open sets are E0 \ c(A) for A ⊂ E0, so an open set O is one for which there is a subset
A ⊂ E0 such that O = {v ∈ E0 : v 6≥ A}. We will use the notation A′ for the set of all
vertices v such that v 6≥ A (in fact A′ is the exterior of A in the DCC topology as we will see
later).
Remark 2.2. For a hereditary subset H ⊂ E0 we always have H ⊂ c(H) (see [10, Lemma
1.2]). In particular, if H = E0, the set H is dense in the DCC topology. Furthermore, the
characterization of the (topological) density of a hereditary set H can be given in terms of
the density of the ideal I(H).
Lemma 2.3. Let H be a hereditary subset H ⊂ E0. Then H is dense in the DCC topology
if and only if the ideal I(H) is dense in LK(E).
Proof. If c(H) = E0 then for any v ∈ E0 we have v ≥ H hence applying [10, Proposition 1.10]
the ideal I(H) is dense in LK(E). Reciprocally if I(H) is dense, then any vertex v connects
to H hence E0 = c(H). 
Some graph properties are invariant under graph homeomorphisms. We list some of them
in the following propositions. Recall that a clopen set in a topology is a set which is both
open and closed. We will use also the notation Ac for the complementary of A (if the ambient
universe is clear).
Proposition 2.4. Let E be an arbitrary graph. Then E is a connected graph if and only if
E is connected in the sense of the DCC topology.
Proof. First suppose that E is a connected graph. Let A be a subset of E0 which is clopen
in the DCC topology. We will see that A = Ø or A = E0. Suppose A 6= Ø and take v ∈ A.
Now for every w ∈ E0 we have two possibilities: w ≥ v or v ≥ w. If w ≥ v then w ≥ A and
therefore w ∈ c(A) = A, so w ∈ A. In the second case v ≥ w, if we had w /∈ A, then v ≥ Ac
hence v ∈ c(Ac) = Ac and so v ∈ Ac, that is, v /∈ A which is a contradiction. In short w ∈ E0
implies w ∈ A, so E0 = A.
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For the converse suppose E is connected in the sense of theDCC topology. On the contrary,
assume E is not a connected graph: E0 =
⊔
i∈IE
0
i with each Ei a connected graph. We claim
that every E0i is closed because c(E
0
i ) = {v ∈ E
0 | v ≥ E0i } ⊆ E
0
i ⊆ c(E
0
i ). Also E
0
i is open.
In order to prove this claim, write E0i = (
⊔
j 6=iE
0
j )
c. Now
⊔
j 6=iE
0
j is closed since v ≥
⊔
j 6=iE
0
j
implies v ∈
⊔
j 6=iE
0
j . To sum up, E
0
i is clopen and since E is connected, in the sense of the
DCC topology, then there exists an unique i such that E0i 6= Ø and E
0 = E0i . 
Some purely graph-theoretic notions can be formalized in topological terms. Remind that
for a subset S of a topological space X , the exterior of S, denoted ext(S) is the complementary
of the closure of S, that is, ext(S) = c(S)c.
Proposition 2.5. A subset H ⊂ E0 is hereditary if and only if H = ∩w/∈H ext(w).
Proof. Assume that H is hereditary. If v ∈ H and w /∈ H then v 6≥ w hence v ∈ ext(w). So
H ⊂ ∩w/∈H ext(w). On the other hand, if v ∈ ∩w/∈H ext(w) and v /∈ H we have v ∈ ext(v)
which is a contradiction. So far we have proved that if H is hereditary, then the equality
H = ∩w/∈H ext(w) holds. Conversely, ifH = ∩w/∈H ext(w) thenH is hereditary. Indeed, taking
v ∈ H and v ≥ w, if w /∈ H then v ∈ ext(w) which means v 6≥ w which is a contradiction. 
Consequently being hereditary is a topological property. Since the intersection of a family
of hereditary subsets is a hereditary subset, also the hereditary closure of a subset X ⊂ E0
is a topological construction: the intersection of all the hereditary subsets containing X .
Recall that a subset H ⊂ E0 is said to be saturated if ∀v ∈ Reg(E0), where r(s−1(v)) ⊂
H this implies v ∈ H . We can extend the source function s : E1 → E0 to a function
sˆ : Path(E)\E0 → E0 where sˆ(λ) = s(f1) for λ = f1 · · · fn ∈ Path(E). When H is hereditary
the following are equivalent:
(2) r(s−1(v)) ⊂ H ⇔ r(sˆ−1(v)) ⊂ H.
Indeed s−1(v) ⊂ sˆ−1(v) hence r(s−1(v)) ⊂ r(sˆ−1(v)), implying the right to left implication.
Now, if r(s−1(v)) ⊂ H and λ ∈ sˆ−1(v) then writing λ = f1 · · · fn we have r(f1) ∈ H hence
H being hereditary implies r(λ) ∈ H . Thus r(sˆ−1(v)) ⊂ H . The equivalence given in (2)
allows a reformulation of the definition of saturated hereditary subset. A hereditary subset
H is saturated if for any regular vertex v one has the implication
(3) r(sˆ−1(v)) ⊂ H ⇔ v ∈ H.
Being saturated is not a topological construction as the following example shows.
Example 2.6. In the graph E of Figure 1,
E: v
w
u
f
g
F : v′
w′
u′
f ′
g′
Figure 1
the closed subspaces of theDCC topology are Ø, {v}, {v, u}, {v, w} and E0. Meanwhile in the
graph F the closed ones are Ø, {v′}, {v′, u′}, {v′, w′} and F 0. We can define a homeomorphism
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τ : E0 → F 0 by τ(a) = a′ for every a ∈ E0. Observe that {u, w} = {u, w} 6= E0 but
{τ(u), τ(w)} = {u′, w′} = F 0. This shows that hereditary and saturated subsets are not
preserved under homeomorphisms.
In general in an arbitrary graph E it satisfies that( ⋃
v∈c(w)
{w}
)
\ {v} = r(sˆ−1(v)) \ {v}.
However if E is an acyclic graph, for any vertex v (not necessarily regular) we have( ⋃
v∈c(w)
{w}
)
\ {v} = r(sˆ−1(v)).
This implies that an hereditary H is saturated if and only if
(⋃
v∈c(w){w}
)
\ {v} ⊂ H implies
v ∈ H . Thus, for acyclic graphs, hereditary and saturated subsets are described in topological
terms. So if E0 and F 0 are homeomorphic as topological spaces and acyclic, the sets HE
and HF are bijective: more precisely if f : E
0 → F 0 is a homeomorphism, then the map
f ∗ : HE → HF such that f
∗(H) = f(H) is bijective.
Definition 2.7. Let E be an arbitrary graph. A vertex v of E0 is called an initial vertex if
(4) s(r−1(v)) ⊆ {v}.
If v is initial, then any edge in r−1(v) is a loop. Let n ∈ N, an inital n-looped vertex v is an
initial vertex such that |r−1(v)| = n. For instance, any source is an 0-looped initial vertex.
A vertex v of E0 is called an terminal vertex if
(5) r(s−1(v)) ⊆ {v}.
If v is terminal, then any edge in s−1(v) is a loop. A terminal n-looped vertex v is a terminal
vertex such that |s−1(v)| = n. For example, any sink is a terminal 0-looped vertex.
For instance, in graph E below, the vertex v is a initial 3-looped vertex and in the graph
Eop, the vertex v is a terminal 3-looped vertex.
E :
· · · •
v
oo

YY ee
Eop :
· · · •
v
//

YY ee
Remark 2.8. The formulas (4) and (5) are equivalent to the corresponding formulas in which
r, s are the natural extensions r, s : Path (E)→ E0.
Proposition 2.9. Let v ∈ E0, then:
(1) The following are equivalent:
(a) v is initial.
(b) c(v) = {v}.
(c) v is an initial n-looped vertex for some n ∈ N.
(2) Analogously, these are equivalent:
(a) v is terminal.
(b)
⋃
v∈c(w){w} = {v}.
(c) v is a terminal n-looped vertex for some n ∈ N.
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In particular:
(3) If v is not an initial n-looped vertex for any n ≥ 1, then v is a source if and only if
c(v) = {v}.
(4) If v is not an terminal n-looped vertex for any n ≥ 1, then v is a sink if and only if(⋃
v∈c(w){w}
)
\ {v} = Ø.
Proof. First for proving (1a)⇒(1b) suppose that v is initial. Take w ∈ c(v) and assume there
is a path λ such that s(λ) = w and r(λ) = v. If λ is a trivial path, we have w = v and
w = v ∈ c(v). Otherwise, λ = f1 . . . fn with r(fn) = v and since fn ∈ r
−1(v) we get s(fn) = v
so that fn is a loop based at v. In general, if s(fi) = v then applying the same argument
we obtain s(fi−1) = v and finally fi is a loop based at v for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Therefore
w = v. For (1b)⇒(1a), assume c(v) = {v}. Consider w ∈ s(r−1(v)). If w = v we are done.
If w 6= v, then there exists an edge f with s(f) = w and r(f) = v. This implies w ≥ v and
by hypothesis w = v giving a contradiction. In conclusion s(r−1(v)) ⊆ {v}, that is, v is an
initial vertex. Also observe that (1a)⇔(1c) is straightforward.
For proving (2a)⇒(2b) assume that v is terminal and take w ∈ E0 such that v ≥ w, then
either v = w in which case we are done or there is a nontrivial path λ from v to w. Then the
first arrow f of λ is in s−1(v) hence r(f) ∈ r(s−1(v)) ⊆ {v} and we have r(f) = v. Thus the
first arrow of λ is a loop. Applying this argument repeatedly, we get that w = r(λ) = v. For
(2b)⇒(2a) consider a vertex u ∈ r(s−1(v)), and then there exists an edge e such that s(e) = v
and r(e) = u. So u ∈
⋃
v∈c(w){w} = {v} giving u = v. Observe that (2a) is equivalent to
(2c). Finally, (3) and (4) are direct consequences of the previously proved items. 
Remark 2.10. We have the equality of the number of initial (respectively terminal) ver-
tices in homeomorphic graphs E and F , more precisely, homeomorphisms between graphs
induce bijections between the sets of initial (resp. terminal) vertices in the corresponding
graphs. And if E and F are graphs without initial (respectively terminal) n-looped vertices
for n ≥ 1, any homeomorphism between them induces a bijection between the sets of sources
(respectively sinks) of E and F .
Let E be a graph, u, v ∈ E0 and assume that there is an injective map θ : s−1(u)→ s−1(v)
such that for each r(f) = r(θ(f)) for any f ∈ s−1(u). Let F = E(u →֒ v) be the shift graph
associated to θ, that is, F 0 := E0 and F 1 := {g}⊔(E1 \ Im(θ)) with g /∈ E1, where sF (g) = v,
rF (g) = u and for any other arrow f ∈ F
1 we have sF (f) = sE(f) and rF (f) = rE(f).
For more information about the shift graph see [1, Definition 2.1]. Define then the map
ϕ : E0 → F 0 given by ϕ(v) = v for any v ∈ E0.
Theorem 2.11. In the previous conditions ϕ is continuous for the DCC topologies of E0
and F 0.
Proof. First we claim that the two following statements are equivalent:
(a) Every closed subset of F 0 is a closed subset of E0.
(b) For all u ∈ E0 and for all S closed subset of F 0, if u ≥E S then u ≥F S.
Indeed, for proving (a)⇒ (b) let u ∈ E0 and S a closed subset of F 0. Since also S is a closed
subset of E0 by hypothesis, we have that if u ≥E S then u ∈ S. And conversely for (b)⇒ (a),
consider S a closed subset of F 0. Now we know that if u ≥E S then u ≥F S. We check that
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S is closed of E0: if v ≥E S then v ≥F S, implying that v ∈ S. Since v ≥E S ⇒ v ∈ S, we
have that S is closed of E0.
In the next step, we prove the statement given in the theorem. We have to check that the
set of closed subsets of F 0 is contained in the set of closed subsets of E0. Let S be a closed
subset in F 0. To prove that S is closed in the topology of E0 it suffices to check that
∀u ∈ F 0, (( u ≥E S)⇒ (u ≥F S)).
We will prove something slightly stronger: that if u ≥E v, then u ≥F v. Indeed, the unique
arrows of E that has been eliminated in F are those in Im(θ). Assume s−1(u) = {f1, . . . fk}
and s−1(v) = {h1, . . . hk, . . . hn} where k ≤ n and Im(θ) = {h1, . . . , hk}. Also r(fi) = r(hi)
for i = 1, . . . , k. Then F 1 = {g}⊔ (E1 \ {h1, . . . , hk}) where s(g) = v and r(g) = u . However
the elimination of the edges h1, . . . hk do not eliminate connections since v connects in F with
r(fi) through the path gfi (for i = 1, . . . , k). 
Example 2.12. Consider the graphs E and F given below. In E the closed subsets of the
DCC topology are Ø, {u1}, {u1, u2} and E
0. On the other hand, in F we have Ø, {v1} and
F 0.
E :
• • •
u3u2u1
f1 f2
f3// // ee
F :
• • •
v1 g1 v2
g2
v3
g3
//
**
ff
The map ϕ : E0 → F 0 such that ui 7→ vi for i = 1, 2, 3 is continuous but not a homeomor-
phism since the image of the closed subset {u1, u2} of E
0 is not a closed subset of F 0. However
the canonical extension ϕ : E → F such that ϕ(fi) = gi and ϕ(f
∗
i ) = g
∗
i for i = 1, 2, 3 induces
an isomorphism of Leavitt path algebras from LK(E) to LK(F ) (in fact a shift move).
Before finishing this section, we have to introduce some formalities about categories in the
next subsection.
2.1. Graph Categories. This subsection arises from the need to define “operators” which
can be applied to any graph and produce certain sets. So, for instance, the assignation
E 7→ HE mapping any graph with its set of hereditary and saturated sets is an example.
Also one can map any graph E to its set of line-points: E 7→ Pl(E). So we can think of Pl as
an operator acting on the class of all graphs. To way to formalize these examples is by using
functors, so: category theory.
As usual, for a category C, the notation X ∈ C means that X is an object of the category.
When defining functors among categories, usually we will define only the object function
when the morphism one is clear. Define by Grph the category whose objects are the directed
graphs and for E, F ∈ Grph, we define homGrph(E, F ) as the set of all isomorphisms (if
any) E → F . Denote by Set the category of sets. We will have the occasion of dealing
with functors Grph → Set. For instance H : Grph → Set such that E 7→ HE the set of all
hereditary and saturated subsets of E0. We will also use the functors E0,E1 : Grph → Set
such that E0(E) = E0 and E1(E) = E1. We also define functors Pl,Pc,Pec,Pb∞ : Grph → Set
by writing Pl(E) := {line-points of E}, Pc(E) := {vertices in cycles without exits of E},
Pec(E) := {vertices in extreme cycles of E}, and
Pb∞(E) := {vertices of E whose tree contains infinite bifurcations}.
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Definition 2.13. A functor H : Grph → Set is said to be a point functor if H(E) ⊂ E0 (in
other words, if it is a subfunctor of E0 defined above).
Denote by F(Grph,Set) the category whose objects are the functors Grph → Set and for
H, J ∈ F(Grph,Set) a morphism from H to J in F(Grph,Set) is a natural transformation
τ : H → J . Thus τ = (τE)E∈Grph where τE : H(E)→ J(E) for any graph E, and the squares
H(E) J(E)
H(E ′) J(E ′)
τE
H(α) J(α)
τE′
commute when α ∈ homGrph(E,E
′). We also define the category F♯(Grph,Set) as the full
subcategory of F(Grph,Set) whose objects are the point functors.
Definition 2.14. A point functor H : Grph → Set is said to be hereditary in case H(E) is a
hereditary subset of E0 for any graph E. Similarly can we define hereditary saturated point
functors Grph → Set.
Given a point functor H : Grph → Set we define its hereditary closure denoted H
h
as the
new point functor H
h
: Grph → Set given by H
h
(E) := Hereditary closure of H(E) in E0.
Similarly can we define the hereditary and saturated closure of a point functor H (which we
will denote by H). We have the usual relations H ⊂ H
h
⊂ H in the sense of subfunctors.
We can think of point functors as if they were ordinary subsets of vertices in a graph. So
given two point functors H1, H2 we can construct in a obvious way the boolean operations
H1 ∪ H2, H1 ∩ H2, H1 \ H2. In particular, if H is a point functor, we can construct a new
point functor E0 \H : Grph → Set given by (E0 \H)(E) := E0 \H(E).
Definition 2.15. A point functor H : Grph → Set is said to be closed (respectively open) if
H(E) is closed in the DCC topology of E (respectively open). Also given H we can define
new functors c(H),
◦
H , ext(H), ∂H : Grph → Set, given by
c(H)(E) := c(H(E)),
◦
H(E) :=
◦︷ ︷
H(E), ext(H)(E) := ext(H(E)), (∂H)(E) := ∂(H(E)).
These new functors may be referred to by their usual names: closure of H denoted c(H),
interior of H denoted
◦
H , exterior of H denoted ext(H), and boundary of H denoted ∂H .
Observe that ext(H) can be described in terms of the connection of vertex by
(6) ext(H)(E) = {v ∈ E0 | v 6≥ H(E)}.
We will see later on that when the functor H is hereditary and saturated then so is ext(H)
(see Proposition 3.2). We also have the following:
Definition 2.16. Let f : LK(E)→ LK(F ) be a ring isomorphism. Given two point functors
Hi : Grph → Set (i = 1, 2), we will say thatH1 is f -related to H2 if and only if f(I(H1(E))) =
I(H2(F )). We will say that a point functor H is f -invariant if and only if H is f -related
to itself, that is, f(I(H(E))) = I(H(F )). Finally, a point functor H is said to be invariant
under isomorphism if and only if is f -invariant for any isomorphism f .
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Note that for A,B ∈ HE one has I(A ∪ B) = I(A) + I(B) (the idea of the proof is in [10,
Proposition 1.6]). Also I(A ∩ B) = I(A) ∩ I(B), the inclusion I(A ∩ B) ⊂ I(A) ∩ I(B) is
straightforward and for the other I(A)∩I(B) = I(C) for a suitable C ∈ HE . Then C ⊂ A∩B
hence I(A) ∩ I(B) = I(C) ⊂ I(A ∩B).
Proposition 2.17. Let Hi : Grph → Set (i = 1, 2) be hereditary and saturated point functors
and let f : LK(E)→ LK(F ) be an isomorphism. If H1 and H2 are f -invariant, then H1 ∪H2
and H1 ∩H2 are f -invariant point functors.
Proof. For the union, first observe that I(H1(E)∪H2(E)) = I(H1(E))+I(H2(E)). So apply-
ing f to both sides of the last equality and our hypothesis we have: f(I(H1(E) ∪H2(E))) =
f(I(H1(E))+I(H2(E))) = f(I(H1(E)))+f(I(H2(E))) = I(H1(F ))+I(H1(F )) = I(H1(F )∪
H2(F )) as desired. Now for the intersection, take into account that I(H1(E) ∩ H2(E)) =
I(H1(E))∩I(H2(E)) and repeating the same argument then f(I(H1(E)∩H2(E))) = I(H1(F )∩
H2(F )). 
It has been proved that certain ideals associated to remarkable hereditary and saturated
subsets of vertices are invariant under isomorphism of Leavitt path algebras. Among these
ideals we have:
(1) the ideal generated by Pl the set of line points since I(Pl) is the socle of the Leavitt
path algebra ([5, Theorem 4.2]);
(2) the ideal generated by Pc the set of vertices in cycles with no exits ([4, Theorem 6.11]);
(3) the ideal generated by Pec the set of vertices in extreme cycles ([7, Corollary 5.10]);
(4) the ideal generated by Pppi the set of vertices which generates the largest purely infinite
ideal of the Leavitt path algebra ([7, Corollary 4.14]) and
(5) the ideal generated by Pex the set of vertices which generates the largest exchange
ideal of a Leavitt path algebra ([7, Corollary 6.3]).
The point functor Pb∞ is not invariant: the ideal generated by Pb∞(E) (vertices whose tree
contains infinite bifurcations) is not preserved under isomorphism in general, as the following
example shows.
Example 2.18. Consider the graphs E and F in Figure 2:
E: v w1
w2
w3
u
f
g
F :
v1
v2 w′1
w′2
w′3
u′f
′
g′
Figure 2
We assume that T (w1) = {wi}i≥1 and each wi is a bifurcation with two edges for the graph
E and similarly for the graph F . Thus Pb∞(E) = {v} ∪ {wi}i≥1 and I(Pb∞(E)) = LK(E).
On the other hand Pb∞(F ) = {v2} ∪ {w
′
i}i≥1 and the ideal I(Pb∞(F )) is not LK(F ). In fact
LK(F )/I(Pb∞(F )) ∼= M2(K).
However we have:
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Proposition 2.19. Let E and F be the graphs considered in the above Example 2.18. There
is a graded ∗-isomorphism of K-algebras θ : LK(E) → LK(F ) such that θ(v) = v1 + v2 and
the image under θ of the other vertices and edges are the homonymous vertices and edges of
F (and the same applies to ghost edges).
Proof. The existence of the isomorphism is based upon the “out-split” move (see [1]). However
we describe the construction of the isomorphism. We define first the linear map ψ : KEˆ →
LK(F ) such that ψ(v) = v1+v2 and the image under ψ of the other vertices and edges (real or
ghost) are the homonymous vertices and edges of F (as elements of LK(F )). Also the image of
a nontrivial path x1 · · ·xn in KEˆ is defined to be x
′
1 · · ·x
′
n. Then we prove that for t ∈ reg(E),
each difference t−
∑
hh∗ (sum extended to edges h with s(h) = t) maps to 0 under ψ. This
induces by passing to the quotient a homomorphism of K-algebras θ from LK(E) to LK(F ).
This homomorphism is an epimorphism since all the generators of LK(F ) are in the image
of θ: for instance v1 = θ(ff
∗) and v2 = θ(gg
∗). To see that θ is a monomorphism, observe
that E satisfies Condition (L) and we apply the Cuntz-Krieger Uniqueness theorem (see [2,
Theorem 2.2.16]). The given isomorphism is actually a ∗-isomorphism by construction and
it is also a graded isomorphism. 
Remark 2.20. Note that according to [7, Proposition 2.6], I(Pec ∪Pb∞) is invariant under
any ring isomorphism. But this is not true in general because in that proof it is strongly used
that the ideal I(Pec ∪Pb∞) does not contain any primitive idempotents. For instance, in the
graph below consisting of one “fiber”
•u •v
fn
(∞)
//
there is a sink v which is a primitive idempotent and it belongs to the ideal I(Pec ∪Pb∞).
Such primitive idempotents (belonging to I(Pb∞)) may also be present in row-finite graphs
(see the graph E in Example 2.18).
In this work we deal with suitable sets of vertices which define invariant ideals. We will
prove in a forthcoming section that for any isomorphism f : LK(E) → LK(F ), and for any
f -invariant hereditary and saturated functor H , the exterior ext(H) is again f -invariant.
However the other functors (interior, closure, etc.) are not necessarily f -invariant.
Example 2.21. The following example shows that ∂H = c(H) ∩ c(Hc) is not invariant via
isomorphism. Consider the graphs given in 2.18. In the graph E take H(E) = Pl(E) = {u}.
We have that c(H(E)) = {u, v} and c(H(E)c) = {v}∪ {wi}i≥1 and so ∂H(E) = {v}. On the
other hand, H(F ) = Pl(F ) = {v1, u
′} and c(H(F )) = {v1, u
′} and c(H(F )c) = {v2}∪{w
′
i}i≥1.
Finally ∂H(F ) = Ø.
3. Annihilators
For an arbitrary algebra A (not necessarily associative) and an ideal I ⊳A, we can consider
the annihilator Ann(I) := {a ∈ A : aI = Ia = 0}. This is an ideal of A and we have
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I ⊂ Ann(Ann(I)). Also it is easy to see that Ann(Ann(Ann(I))) = Ann(I) for any ideal of
A. Let us denote I˜ := Ann(Ann(I)) ⊃ I for any ideal I of A.
Now, we consider the definition of regular ideal in the sense of [13]. These ideals are recently
studied in [12] in the context of Leavitt path algebras.
Definition 3.1. Let A be a K-algebra, an ideal I ⊳ A satisfying I˜ = I is called regular ideal.
It is easy to see that the ideals of the form I = Ann(J) (for another ideal J) are regular.
After writing Proposition 3.2 below and Corollary 3.3, we learn about the work [12] whose
Proposition 3.5 contains a similar result.
Proposition 3.2. Let H ∈ HE and define H
′ = {v ∈ E0 | v 6≥ H}. Then:
(1) H ′ is a hereditary and saturated subset of E0, that is, H ′ ∈ HE.
(2) Ann(I(H)) = I(H ′).
Proof. For the first part, take v ∈ H ′ and assume v ≥ v′ ∈ E0. If v′ ≥ H then v ≥ H a
contradiction. So H ′ is hereditary. To prove that it is saturated consider a vertex v such that
r(s−1(v)) ⊂ H ′. Let λ ∈ path(E) with s(λ) = v and r(λ) ∈ H . Then writing λ = f1 · · ·fn we
have r(f1) ∈ H
′ hence r(f1) 6≥ H . But on the other hand r(f1) ≥ r(λ) ∈ H , a contradiction.
This proves that any path whose source is v has target out of H . Whence v 6≥ H so that
v ∈ H ′. Let us prove now the second item. Take u ∈ H ′ and let us check that uI(H) = 0.
If z ∈ I(H) we can write z =
∑
i kiαiβ
∗
i with ki ∈ K and αi, βi paths whose range is in
H . In case uz 6= 0 there must be some i such that uαiβ
∗
i 6= 0. Then u ≥ r(αi) ∈ H ,
a contradiction. Hence H ′I(H) = 0 and applying the canonical involution I(H)H ′ = 0.
Consequently H ′ ⊂ Ann(I(H)) implying I(H ′) ⊂ Ann(I(H)). Conversely, let z ∈ Ann(I(H))
be an homogeneous element. We will prove first that for any vertex u such that u ∈ ideal(z)
one has u ∈ H ′. Indeed: ideal(z) ⊂ Ann(I(H)) whence uI(H) = I(H)u = 0. If u ≥ H there
is a path λ with s(λ) = u and r(λ) ∈ H . But then λ = uλ ∈ uI(H) = 0 a contradiction.
Thus u ∈ H ′. So far we have H1 := E
0 ∩ ideal(z) ⊂ H ′. So I(H1) ⊂ I(H
′). Moreover,
ideal(z) = I(H1) so we deduce that ideal(z) ⊂ I(H
′). But this is true for any homogeneous
element z ∈ Ann(I(H)) hence for any element of Ann(I(H)). So Ann(I(H)) ⊂ I(H ′). 
Corollary 3.3. Let H ∈ HE and H
′ = {v ∈ E0 | v 6≥ H}. Define H ′′ = {v ∈ E0 | v 6≥ H ′}.
Then:
(1) H ′′ ∈ HE and Ann(Ann(I(H))) = I(H
′′).
(2) H ′′ ⊆ {v ∈ E0 | v ≥ H}.
(3) H ⊂ H ′′.
(4) H ′′ ⊂ H if and only if for any v ∈ E0 one has v 6≥ w for every w 6≥ H implies v ∈ H.
Proof. The first item is straightforward from Proposition 3.2. For the second if v ∈ H ′′, then
v 6≥ H ′ implies v /∈ H ′, so v ≥ H . For proving (3), if v ∈ H and v 6∈ H ′′ then v ≥ H ′ which
is a contradiction. To prove (4) suppose first that H ′′ ⊂ H . Let v be such that v 6≥ w for
every w 6≥ H . Then v 6≥ H ′ which implies v ∈ H ′′. Because of the assumption H ′′ ⊂ H , we
have v ∈ H . For the converse, consider v ∈ H ′′. So v 6≥ H ′, that is, v 6≥ w for every w 6≥ H .
Then v ∈ H . 
Remark 3.4. Observe that by the Proposition 3.2 it is easy to check that an ideal I(H) is
regular if and only if H ′′ ⊂ H if and only if for any v ∈ E0 one has v 6≥ w for every w 6≥ H
implies v ∈ H .
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If f : A→ B is a ring isomorphism we know that for any ideal I ⊳ A one has f(Ann(I)) =
Ann(f(I)). Therefore for any I ⊳ A one has f(I˜) = f˜(I), implying that f transforms regular
ideals into regular ideals.
Proposition 3.5. If f : LK(E) ∼= LK(F ) is a ring isomorphism and H1 ∈ HE, H2 ∈ HF , with
f(I(H1)) = I(H2). Then (following the notation in Corollary 3.3) we have f(I(H
′
1)) = I(H
′
2).
Proof. We know that I(H ′i) = Ann(I(Hi)) for i = 1, 2. So
f(I(H ′1)) = f(Ann(I(H1)) = Ann(f(I(H1))) = Ann(I(H2)) = I(H
′
2).

The results in this section are re-stated in terms of point functors in the proposition below.
We highlight that our main interest is in invariant point functors so item (7) is an essential
result for our purposes.
Proposition 3.6. Let H : Grph → Set be a hereditary and saturated point functor. Then:
(1) ext(H) is a hereditary and saturated point functor.
(2) Ann(I(H(E)) = I(ext(H)(E)).
(3) ext(ext(H)) is a hereditary and saturated point functor and Ann(Ann(I(H(E))) =
I(ext(ext(H(E))).
(4) ext(ext(H(E)) ⊆ {v ∈ E0 | v ≥ H(E)}.
(5) H(E) ⊂ ext(ext(H(E)).
(6) ext(ext(H(E)) ⊂ H(E) if and only if for any v ∈ E0 one has v 6≥ w for every
w 6≥ H(E) implies v ∈ H(E).
(7) If Hi : Grph → Set (i = 1, 2) are point functors and H1 is f -related to H2 then
ext (H1) is f -related to ext (H2). In particular if a point functor H is f -invariant,
then also ext (H) is f -invariant.
Since the functors Pl, Pc and Pec are invariant, then the functors ext(Pl), ext(Pc) and
ext(Pec) are also invariant. Furthermore, since Plce := Pl ∪Pc ∪Pec is invariant by Proposition
2.17, we have that ext(Plce) is also invariant. Observe that ext(Plce) is a subfunctor of Pb∞ .
Concretely
ext(Plce)(E) = {v ∈ E
0 | v 6≥ Plce}.
Definition 3.7. For a graph E we define the set of vertices with pure infinite bifurcations
Pb∞p (E) := {v ∈ E
0 | v 6≥ Plce} and the point functor Pb∞p : Grph → Set such that E 7→
Pb∞p (E).
Theorem 3.8. Let E be a graph, the functor Pb∞p : Grph → Set is invariant.
Proof. By Proposition 3.6(7), it suffices to realize that Pb∞p = ext(Plce) and Plce is invariant.

For instance, in the graph E of Example 2.18, we have Pl = {u}, Pc = Ø, Pec = Ø and
Pb∞p = {wi}i≥1 hence the ideals I({u}) and I({wi}) are invariant under ring isomorphisms.
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4. Socle chain in Leavitt path algebras
If R is a ring and M an R-module, one can define the series of socles of M in the usual
way: it is an ascending chain of R-submodules {Soc(i)(M)}i≥1 where Soc
(1)(M) := Soc(M)
and Soc(n+1)(M)/ Soc(n)(M) = Soc(M/ Soc(n)(M)). In particular this can be applied to an
algebra A so that the socle series defined in [3] is a sequence of ideals
Soc(A) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Soc(n)(A) ⊂ Soc(n+1)(A) ⊂ · · · (n ∈ N)
such that
Soc(n+1)(A)
Socn(A)
= Soc
(
A
Socn(A)
)
.
We will focus on n ∈ N to avoid dealing with infinite cardinals. One of our goals in this
section is to check that the different ideals Soc(n)(A) associated to a Leavitt path algebra A
are invariant under isomorphism and to characterize them graphically. The other purpose is
more ambitious: since the socle is the ideal generated by a point functor, namely Pl, we would
like to prove that there is a ascending chain of point functors (starting at Pl) all of which are
invariant. From this point, we want to extrapolate so that we can apply this circle of ideas
to other point functors (for instance Pc) and even further, for any invariant hereditary and
saturated functor (next in Section 5).
Consider Example 2.7 of [3]
(7) E : •v1,1 // •v1,2 // •v1,3 // •v1,4 //
•v2,1 //
OO
•v2,2 //
cc●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
•v2,3 //
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
•v2,4 //
kk❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲
•v3,1 //
OO
•v3,2 //
cc●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
•v3,3 //
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
•v3,4 //
kk❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲
Let A be the Leavitt path algebra LK(E) where E is the graph in (7). We have by
Soc(A) = I(Pl), with Pl = {v1,i}i≥1 [6, Theorem 5.2]. Then
A
Soc(A)
∼= LK(F ) where F is the
graph in (8):
(8) F : •v2,1 // •v2,2 // •v2,3 // •v2,4 //
•v3,1 //
OO
•v3,2 //
cc●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
•v3,3 //
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
•v3,4 //
kk❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲
Thus Soc
(
A
Soc(A)
)
∼= Soc(LK(F )) and since Pl(F ) = {v2,i}i≥1, so we have Soc
(2)(A) = I(H)
being H = {v1,i}i≥1 ∪ {v2,i}i≥1. Let B =
A
Soc(2)(A)
, then B ∼= LK(G), being G the graph:
(9) G : •v3,1 // •v3,2 // •v3,3 // •v3,4 //
Since
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Soc(3)(A)
Soc(2)(A)
= Soc
(
A
Soc(2)(A)
)
= Soc(B) = B =
A
Soc(2)(A)
,
we have Soc(3)(A) = A = I(E0). In this example the series of socles is Soc(A) ( Soc(2)(A) (
Soc(3)(A) = A, inducing a series of hereditary and saturated subsets
{v1,i}i≥1 ( {v1,i}i≥1 ∪ {v2,i}i≥1 ( E
0
and each of the hereditary saturated subsets in this series induces an ideal invariant under
isomorphisms. This example illustrates the general phenomenon that we analyze in the
following paragraph.
If A = LK(E) is a Leavitt path algebra then each ideal Soc
(n)(A) is graded by [3, Theorem
3.2]. Applying [2, Theorem 2.4.8] we get Soc(n)(A) = I(Pl
(n)(E)) for a certain hereditary and
saturated subset named Pl
(n)(E). Also, since Soc(n)(A) ⊂ Soc(n+1)(A) we have
Pl
(n)(E) ⊂ Pl
(n+1)(E),
for any graph E. Looking at Pl
(n) as point functors Pl
(n) : Grph → Set, we have a sequence
of hereditary and saturated functors
Pl = Pl
(1) ⊂ Pl
(2) ⊂ · · ·
It is easy to see that if f : A → B is a ring isomorphism, then f(Soc(n)(A)) = Soc(n)(B).
Summarizing we derive the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. The series of functors Pl
(n), (n ≥ 1) are invariant under isomorphism in
the sense of definition 2.16.
Remark 4.2. In general, for a row-finite graph E and H(E) ∈ HE, let θ be the isomorphism
given in [2, Corollary 2.4.13 (i)], that is, θ : LK(E)/I(H(E)) → LK(E/H(E)). Remember,
under this situation, we have θ−1 defined as follows: for v ∈ (E/H(E))0 and e ∈ (E/H(E))1,
θ−1(v) = v + I(H(E)), θ−1(e) = e+ I(H(E)) and θ−1(e∗) = e∗ + I(H(E)). For short we will
identify (without mentioning) an element in LK(E)/I(H(E)) with its corresponding image
through θ inside LK(E/H(E)).
Given that the hereditary saturated functors P
(n)
l induce invariant ideals, we now con-
sider the problem of describing in purely graph-theoretic terms, the sets Pl
(n)(E), (n ≥ 1).
Consider the following diagram where iE : E
0 → LK(E) is the canonical injection and π the
canonical projection π : LK(E) → LK(E)/I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∼= LK(E/Pl
(n)(E)) (up to identifica-
tion). The elements of LK(E)/I(Pl
(n)(E)) will be denoted x+ I(Pl
(n)(E)) as usual. Denote
F := E/Pl
(n)(E). We will need to take into account that F 0 = (E/Pl
(n)(E))0 = πi(E0) and
iF = πiE|F 0. The commutativity of the square below is contained in the proof of [2, Theorem
2.4.12].
E0 LK(E)
F 0 LK(F )
iE
π
iF
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Proposition 4.3. Let LK(E) and LK(F ) be the Leavitt path algebras associated to the graphs
E and F = E/Pl
(n)(E), then Pl
(n+1)(E) = {v ∈ E0 | v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Pl(F )
F
}.
Proof. All-through this proof we will shorten the notation Pl(F )
F
to Pl(F ). We know
Soc(n)(LK(E)) = I(Pl
(n)(E)) and
Soc(LK(F )) = Soc
(
LK(E)
Soc(n)(LK(E))
)
=
Soc(n+1)(LK(E))
Soc(n)(LK(E))
.
For the first containment, consider v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E). Thus v+I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Soc(LK(F )) which
implies v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ I(Pl(F )) ∩ F
0. Then v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Pl(F ). For the converse,
let v be such that v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Pl(F ) = ∪i≥0Λ
i (see (1)). Recall that Λ0 = Pl(F ). We
prove that for any i, one has
v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Λi =⇒ v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E).
For i = 0 we need to prove that if v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Pl(F ) then v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E). Take
v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Soc(LK(F )). Then v ∈ Soc
(n+1)(LK(E)) ∩ E
0 = I(Pl
(n+1)(E)) ∩ E0, that
is, v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E). Assume now that for some i we have the implication:
v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Λi =⇒ v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E).
Now we prove that
v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Λi+1 =⇒ v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E).
So we consider v+I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈ Λi+1\Λi. We know that v is a regular vertex and since we are
considering the row-finite case, we have rF (s
−1
F (v)) = {w1, . . . , wn}. Since wj + I(Pl
(n)(E)) ∈
Λi applying the induction hypothesis we have that each wj ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. On
the other hand, we may have rE(sE
−1(v)) = {w1, . . . , wn, wn+1, . . . wk}. But then, for j ≥ 1,
one has wn+j ∈ Pl
(n)(E) hence these elements are in Pl
n+1(E). In conclusion wj ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E)
for any index j. So the CK2 applied to the vertex v of E gives v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E). 
Notation 4.4. For two subsets E01 , E
0
2 of vertices of E
0 we write E01 ⊆
1 E02 if all the vertices
of E01 are contained in E
0
2 except at most one.
For the next result we will need to do a previous lemma.
Lemma 4.5. Let LK(E) be the Leavitt path algebra associated to a graph E. Then Pl
(n)(E)
does not contain vertices that are base of a cycle in E.
Proof. By induction on n, first it is clear for n = 1 since Pl
(1)(E) = Pl(E). Suppose the
condition holds for Pl
(k)(E) for k < n. Let w ∈ Pl
(n)(E) be such that it is a base of a cycle c
in E. By Proposition 4.3, we have that w+I(Pl
(n−1)(E)) ∈ Pl(F )
F
, where F = E/Pl
(n−1)(E).
Write Pl(F )
F
= ∪i≥0Λ
i. If w + I(Pl
(n−1)(E)) ∈ Λ0 = Pl(F ) then w ∈ Pl
(n−1)(E) (because
c0 ∩Pl
(n−1)(E) 6= ∅), but by induction hypothesis, Pl
(n−1)(E) does not contain vertices based
at cycles so we get a contradiction. Next, we assume that w ∈ Λi\Λi−1. So rF (s
−1
F (w)) ⊆ Λ
i−1.
We have two cases. First, imagine the cycle c based at w is such that c ∈ Path(F ), then
w ∈ Λi−1 which is not possible. So secondly, c /∈ Path(F ), that is, there exists u ∈ c0 with
u ∈ Pl
(n−1)(E) hence w ∈ Pl
(n−1)(E), a contradiction. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let LK(E) be the Leavitt path algebra associated to a graph E. Then Pl
(n+1)(E)
is the saturated closure of
(10) {v ∈ E0 | TE(v) is acyclic and ∀w ∈ TE(v), rE(s
−1
E (w)) ⊆
1 Pl
(n)(E)}
for n ≥ 1.
Proof. It is straightforward to check that (10) is a hereditary set. We denote F := E/Pl
(n)(E).
Consider v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E). Identify the vertices of F with the corresponding vertices of E, i.e.
v + I(Pl
(n)(E)) as a vertex of F is identified with the vertex v of E. Notice that TE(v) is
acyclic by Lemma 4.5.
Next we prove that for any w ∈ TE(v), rE(s
−1
E (w)) ⊆
1 Pl
(n)(E). By Proposition 4.3, we
have v ∈ Pl(F )
F
= ∪i≥0Λi. In case v ∈ Λ
0 = Pl(F ), then TF (v) does not contain bifurcations
of F . So, take w ∈ TE(v), if s
−1(w) = {gi}i∈I in E, the situation in F is that either all
the edges have disappeared when passing to F or at most one, say g1 survives. In this way,
in the graph F we have |rF (s
−1
F (w))| ≤ 1. Whence w is either a sink of F or rF (s
−1
F (w))
has cardinal 1. This proves our claim for i = 0. Now, assume that the property holds for
any Λk with k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , i}. Take v ∈ Λi+1 \ Λi. Let rF (s
−1
F (v)) = {w1, . . . , wn}. Since
TE(wj) ⊂ TE(v) then the tree of each TE(wj) is acyclic, and since wj ∈ Λ
i, any vertex
v′ ∈ TE(wj) satisfies rE(s
−1
E (v
′)) ⊆1 Pl
(n)(E). Thus each wi for i = 1, . . . , n is in the set
(10). We may have rE(sE
−1(v)) = {w1, . . . , wn, wn+1, . . . wq}. But then, for j ≥ 1, one has
wn+j ∈ Pl
(n)(E). We know TE(wn+j) is acyclic and, on the other hand, for every z ∈ TE(wn+j)
in fact rE(s
−1
E (z)) ⊆ Pl
(n)(E), so in particular rE(s
−1
E (z)) ⊆
1 Pl
(n)(E) hence {wn+1, . . . wq}
belongs to (10). Finally applying CK2 to v we have that v is in the ideal generated by the
set (10). Applying [2, Corollary 2.4.16 (i)] we have that v is in the saturated closure of the
set in (10).
To prove the converse it suffices to see that the set in (10) is contained in Pl
(n+1)(E).
Assume that v is a vertex such that TE(v) is acyclic and for any w ∈ TE(v) we have
r(s−1(w)) ⊆1 Pl
(n)(E). Then we have in F that s−1(w) = Ø or |s−1(w)| = 1. Thus v is
a line point of F and taking into account Proposition 4.3 we get v ∈ Pl
(n+1)(E). 
Remark 4.7. Let LK(E) be the Leavitt path algebra associated to a graph E. Taking into
account Theorem 4.6 for n = 2, we have that Pl
(2)(E) is the saturated closure of
(11) {v ∈ E0 | TE(v) is acyclic and ∀w ∈ TE(v), r(s
−1(w)) ⊆1 Pl(E)}.
So, a Leavitt path algebra LK(E) verifies Soc
(2)(LK(E)) = LK(E) if and only if E
0 =
Pl
(2)(E).
Example 4.8. In order to illustrate Theorem 4.6 for n = 2 we compute the set Pl
(2)(E) for
the following graph E:
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(12) E : •v1,1 // •v1,2 // •v1,3 // •v1,4 //
•v2,1 //
OO
•v2,2 //
OO
•v2,3 //
OO
•v2,4 //
OO
•v3,1 //
OO
•v3,2 //
OO
•v3,3 //
OO
•v3,4 //
OO
In this case we have Pl
(1)(E) = {v1,i}i≥1 and by Theorem 4.6 we get the following equality
Pl
(2)(E) = {v1,i}i≥1 ∪ {v2,j}j≥1. According to Proposition 4.1, the ideals generated by these
sets are invariant under isomorphism and of course we have Soc(LK(E)) = I({v1,i}i≥1) and
Soc(2)(LK(E)) = I({v1,i}i≥1 ∪ {v2,j}j≥1). Also the quotient graph F = E/Pl(E) is
(13) F : •v2,1 // •v2,2 // •v2,3 // •v2,4 //
•v3,1 //
OO
•v3,2 //
OO
•v3,3 //
OO
•v3,4 //
OO
so that LK(E)/ Soc
(2)(LK(E)) = LK(G) which is simple and coincides with its socle. This
implies Soc(3)(LK(E)) = LK(E). Consequently Pl
(3)(E) = E0.
(14) G : •v3,1 // •v3,2 // •v3,3 // •v3,4 //
Example 4.9. Now this example shows the general case in Theorem 4.6. Let E be the
following graph, denoting A := LK(E). We have Soc
(n)(A) ( Soc(n+1)(A) for any n ∈ N.
(15) E : •v1,1 // •v1,2 // •v1,3 // •v1,4 //
•v2,1 //
OO
•v2,2 //
OO
•v2,3 //
OO
•v2,4 //
OO
•v3,1 //
OO
•v3,2 //
OO
•v3,3 //
OO
•v3,4 //
OO
•vn,1 //
OO
•vn,2 //
OO
•vn,3 //
OO
•vn,4 //
OO
OO OO OO OO
In this case Pl
(n)(E) = {vi,j | i = 1, . . . , n and j ≥ 1} for n ∈ N \ {0}. And we see that
Pl
(n)(E) ( Pl
(n+1)(E) for any n.
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5. The series of functors of a hereditary and saturated one
Let H : Grph → Set be a hereditary and saturated point functor. Fix a graph E and
define H(1) := H . Assuming that H(1), . . . , H(n) are defined, then we define H(n+1) applied to
a graph E as the hereditary and saturated subset of E0 such that the ideal I(H(E/H(n)(E))),
which is an ideal in LK(E/H
(n)(E)) ∼= LK(E)/I(H
(n)(E)), satisfies
(16) I
(
H
(
E
H(n)(E)
))
=
I(H(n+1)(E))
I(H(n)(E))
.
Remark 5.1. Observe that, as a consequence of [2, Corollary 2.9.11] and [2, Proposition
2.4.9], we have that graded ideals of a quotient algebra are quotient of graded ideals (though
this fact seems to be more general and does not need the setting of Leavitt path algebras).
By construction we have H = H(1) ⊂ H(2) ⊂ · · · ⊂ H(n) ⊂ · · · and each H(n) being
hereditary and saturated.
Proposition 5.2. If H is invariant under isomorphism, then the series of functors H(n)
(n ≥ 1) are invariant under isomorphism in the sense of definition 2.16.
Proof. Assume that H(n) is invariant under isomorphism. To prove that H(n+1) is also invari-
ant, take any isomorphism f : LK(E) → LK(F ). Then it induces by passing to the quotient
an isomorphism
(17) f¯ : LK
(
E
H(n)(E)
)
→ LK
(
F
H(n)(F )
)
and consequently f¯(I(H(E/H(n)(E)))) = I(H(F/H(n)(F ))). Thus
(18) f¯
(
I(H(n+1)(E))
I(H(n)(E))
)
=
I(H(n+1)(F ))
I(H(n)(F ))
⇒ f(I(H(n+1)(E))) = I(H(n+1)(F )).

The following result is the analogous to the one given in Theorem 4.6 which was referred
to the functor Pl
(n+1). Now we describe graphically Pc
(n+1).
Theorem 5.3. Let LK(E) be the Leavitt path algebra associated to a graph E. Then Pc
(n+1)(E)
is the hereditary and saturated closure of
(19) Sn = {v ∈ E
0 | v ∈ c0, c is a cycle and ∀f exit of c, r(f) ∈ Pc
(n)(E)}
for n ≥ 1.
Proof. Firstly we prove the formula:
(20) Pc
(n)(E) ⊆ Sn
E
( in the sequel Sn
E
will be shortened Sn).
For n = 1, it suffices to prove that Pc(E) ⊂ S1 which is trivial (because there is no exits
in the cycles involved). Assume that Pc
(k)(E) ⊂ Sk for k < n. Take v ∈ Pc
(n)(E) but
v /∈ Pc
(n−1)(E). Then
v + I(Pc
(n−1)(E)) ∈
I(Pc
(n)(E))
I(Pc
(n−1)(E))
∼= I[Pc(E/Pc
(n−1)(E))]
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so that v is in the hereditary and saturated closure of Pc(E/Pc
(n−1)(E)) which is (by (1))
∪i≥0Λ
i (closure in the quotient graph). We will prove by induction that each Λi is contained
in Sn. If v ∈ Λ
0 then v is in a cycle of E. If this cycle has no exits then v ∈ Sn. And if
v ∈ c0 and c has an exit f then since Pc
(n)(E) is hereditary, r(f) ∈ Pc
(n)(E). Consequently in
this case v ∈ Sn. On the other hand, assume Λ
j ⊂ Sn for j < i. Take now v ∈ Λ
i with i > 0
(but v /∈ Λi−1). Let s−1E (v) = {g1, . . . , gr}, then we may assume (reordering if necessary)
that for the graph G := E/Pc
(n−1)(E), we have s−1G (v) = {g1, . . . , gl}; while the others
{gl+1, . . . , gr} satisfy rE(gi) ∈ Pc
(n−1)(E) ⊂ Sn−1 ⊂ Sn. Note that rG(s
−1
G (v)) ∈ Λ
i−1 ⊂ Sn.
So rE(s
−1
E (v)) ⊂ Sn hence v ∈ Sn. So far we have proved formula (20).
Let us prove now that Pc
(n+1)(E) is contained in the saturated closure of the set Sn. If v ∈
Pc
(n+1)(E) \Pc
(n)(E) then v+ I(Pc
(n)(E)) ∈ I(Pc
(n+1)(E))/I(Pc
(n)(E)) ⊳LK(E)/I(Pc
(n)(E)).
Let us denote F := E/Pc
(n)(E) the quotient graph. Let θ : LK(E)/I(Pc
(n)(E)) → LK(F )
be as explained in Remark 4.2, that is, θ is the canonical isomorphism such that v +
I(Pc
(n)(E))
θ
7→ v (as element of the graph F ). Restricting θ, we have an isomorphism
θ : I(Pc
(n+1)(E))/I(Pc
(n)(E)) → I(Pc
(1)(F )). Consequently, given that v + I(Pc
(n)(E)) ∈
I(Pc
(n+1)(E))/I(Pc
(n)(E)), applying θ we have v ∈ Pc
(1)(F ) (in the graph F ). Write now
Pc
(1)(F ) = ∪i≥0Λ
i(Pc(F )) (again (1)) and let us prove by induction that
(21) TF (v) ∩ Λ
i ⊂ Sn.
For i = 0 we must check that TF (v)∩Pc(F ) ⊂ Sn. So, if w ∈ TF (v)∩Pc(F ) then w ∈ c
0 where
the cycle has no exit in F but has exits in E. If f is any exit of c then r(f) ∈ E0 \ F 0 hence
r(f) ∈ Pc
(n)(E). Whence w ∈ Sn. Assuming TF (v) ∩ Λ
i ⊂ Sn, we prove TF (v) ∩ Λ
i+1 ⊂ Sn:
if u ∈ TF (v) ∩ Λ
i+1, then rF (s
−1
F (u)) ∈ TF (v) ∩ Λ
i ⊂ Sn. However, in order to conclude that
u ∈ Sn we must see that rE(s
−1
E (u)) ⊂ Sn. But rE(s
−1
E (u)) \ rF (s
−1
F (u)) ⊂ Pc
(n)(E) ⊂ Sn
by (20). Thus rE(s
−1
E (u)) ∈ Sn, so u ∈ Sn. This completes the induction proof of formula
(21). Now, since TF (v) ⊂ Pc(F ) = ∪i≥0Λ
i(Pc(F )), we have TF (v) = TF (v) ∩ Pc(F ) =
∪i≥0(TF (v) ∩ Λ
i) ⊂ Sn. Consequently TF (v) ⊂ Sn implying v ∈ Sn.
For the converse relation it suffices to see that Sn is contained in Pc
(n+1)(E). So consider v
a vertex in Sn. If v is in a cycle without exits of E then v ∈ Pc
(1)(E) ⊂ Pc
(n+1)(E) so we are
done (note that the sets Pc
(n)(E) form an ascending chain: Pc
(k)(E) ⊆ Pc
(k+1)(E) for any k).
If v is in a cycle with exits c of E, then for any exit f of c we know rE(f) ∈ Pc
(n)(E). Thus,
relative to the graph F := E/Pc
(n)(E) we have that the exit f is not an edge of F because
its target is not in F 0. So the cycle c has no exit in F . Whence
v ∈ I(Pc
(n)(F )) = θ
(
I(Pc
(n+1)(E))
I(Pc
(n)(E))
)
hence v = θ(w+ I(Pc
(n)(E))) for some w ∈ I(Pc
(n+1)(E)). But θ(w+ I(Pc
(n)(E))) = w which
implies v = w ∈ I(Pc
(n+1)(E)) ∩ E0, i.e., v ∈ Pc
(n+1)(E). 
Example 5.4. Now we compute the sets Pc
(n)(E) for the following graph in order to illustrate
Theorem 5.3. Actually we have that Pc
(n)(E) = {v1, . . . , vn} for n ≥ 1. Also observe that
Pc
(n)(E) ( Pc
(n+1)(E) for any n.
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(22) E : // •v4

// •v3 //

•v2 //

•v1 ll
5.1. Mixed point-functors. Finally, we define a kind of composition of functors which
gives new hereditary and saturated functors when it is applied to hereditary and saturated
ones. Furthermore, if the starting functors are invariant, then the composite is also invariant.
Assume that for i = 1, 2 we have hereditary and saturated point functors Hi. Then we can
construct a new point-functor H2 ∗H1 by the following procedure: for any graph E consider
the ideal I[H2(E/H1(E))] ⊳ LK(E/H1(E))
θ
∼= LK(E)/I(H1(E)). Thus there exists a unique
hereditary and saturated subset of E (see Remark 5.1), denoted (H2 ∗H1)(E), such that
(23) I[(H2 ∗H1)(E)]/I(H1(E))
θ
∼= I[H2(E/H1(E))].
Example 5.5. For instance, in the graph E, below we can consider the functors Pl and Pc.
E : • •
vu
•
w

// //

Then Pl(E) = {w} and Pc(E) = Ø. However (Pc ∗Pl)(E) = {v, w} and (Pc ∗ (Pc ∗Pl))(E) =
E0. In the example, we see that in general we do not have commutativity of the operation ∗
because (Pl ∗ Pc)(E) = {w}.
The empty set point functor Ø : Grph → Set mapping any graph to the emptyset is an
identity element for the ∗-operation:
I((H ∗ Ø)(E))
I(Ø(E))
def
∼=I(H(E/Ø(E))) ∼= I(H(E))
whence H ∗ Ø ∼= H . On the other hand
I((Ø ∗H)(E))
I(H(E))
def
∼=I(Ø(E/H(E))) = 0
implying Ø ∗H ∼= H . Also, it is remarkable that:
Proposition 5.6. If Hi are invariant hereditary and saturated point functors for i ∈ {1, 2},
then H2 ∗H1 is also invariant.
Proof. We know that for any isomorphism f : LK(E) → LK(E
′) one has f(I(Hi(E))) =
I(Hi(E
′)), (i = 1, 2). Consider the induced isomorphisms
ωi : LK(E)/I(Hi(E)) ∼= LK(E
′)/I(Hi(E
′))
x+ I(Hi(E))
ωi7→ f(x) + I(Hi(E
′))
together with the canonical isomorphisms
θi : LK(E)/I(Hi(E))→ LK(E/Hi(E)), θ
′
i : LK(E
′)/I(Hi(E
′))→ LK(E
′/Hi(E
′)).
Then define f¯i as the unique isomorphism f¯i : LK(E/Hi(E))→ LK(E
′/Hi(E
′)) making com-
mutative the diagram
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LK(E)
I(H(E))
LK(E
′)
I(Hi(E′))
LK(
E
Hi(E)
) LK(
E′
Hi(E′)
)
ωi
θi θ
′
i
f¯i
Then θi restricts to an isomorphism θi : I((Hj ∗Hi)(E))/I(Hi(E)) ∼= I(Hj(E/Hi(E))) so that
f¯iθi is an isomorphism and
f¯iθi [I((Hj ∗Hi)(E))/I(Hi(E))] ∼= f¯i[I(Hj(E/Hi(E)))] = I(Hj(E
′/Hi(E
′))) ∼= I((Hj ∗Hi)(E
′))/I(Hi(E
′))
implying that f [I((Hj ∗Hi)(E))] = I((Hj ∗Hi)(E
′)). 
The ∗ operation has a kind of associativity property which can be formalized in terms of
natural isomorphism of functors:
Proposition 5.7. Let Hi be hereditary and saturated invariant point functors for i ∈ {1, 2, 3},
then there is a natural isomorphism of functors (H1 ∗H2) ∗H3 ∼= H1 ∗ (H2 ∗H3).
Proof.
LK
(
E
H2 ∗H3(E)
)
∼=
LK(E)
I(H2 ∗H3(E))
∼=
LK(E)/I(H3(E))
I(H2 ∗H3(E))/I(H3(E))
∼=
LK(E/H3(E))
I(H2(E/H3(E)))
∼= LK
(
E/H3(E)
H2(E/H3(E))
)
.
Let f be the isomorphism from LK
(
E
H2∗H3(E)
)
to LK
(
E/H3(E)
H2(E/H3(E))
)
, applying that H1 is
invariant, we have
I((H1 ∗ (H2 ∗H3))(E)
I(H2 ∗H3(E))
∼= I
(
H1
(
E
H2 ∗H3(E)
))
f
∼= I
(
H1
(
E/H3(E)
H2(E/H3(E))
))
∼=
I((H1 ∗H2)(E/H3(E))
I(H2(E/H3(E))
∼=
I(((H1 ∗H2) ∗H3))(E)
I(H2 ∗H3(E))
.
But then I((H1 ∗ (H2 ∗ H3))(E)) ∼= I(((H1 ∗ H2) ∗ H3)(E)) which induces the natural
isomorphism of functors (H1 ∗H2) ∗H3 ∼= H1 ∗ (H2 ∗H3). 
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